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ABSTRACT
In layperson terms, the key questions about land with which communities are concerned
include: Where is it? What are its boundaries? What is on it? What can be done with it?
Who owns it? Who can use it? How can it be improved? What is it worth? Government
land administration functions provide answers to many of these questions in a rational
and useful way. Land administration systems and procedures also provide a firm basis
on which governments and individuals can undertake sound and sustainable land
management.
This paper explores how land administration service delivery in Victorian government
has responded to the demands of the modern world, associated with increased global
competitiveness, rapid advances in telecommunications, transportation and information
processing. The key role these land administration institutions and associated
professions had historically played in the development of Victoria meant that they saw
themselves as ‘keepers of the faith’ and they guarded what they saw as the integrity of
their operations with vigour. This meant the creation of a number of purpose-built
infrastructures resulting in isolated business ‘silos’ where information and knowledge
was jealously guarded, not easily integrated or combined, and not readily shared.
Land Victoria was formed when a number of separate government entities were merged
with a view to creating a coordinated land administration system and to deliver wide
ranging business efficiencies and improvements to customer service. Using network
theory, Land Victoria’s creation can be seen to be brought about by ‘the growing
recognition at all levels of government that land administration and more specifically
appropriate spatial business systems and associated spatial data infrastructures are
essential components of any modern economy.’ This paper reviews how Land Victoria
as a division in a state government department was created and developed the concept
of an integrated government land administration system over the last five years.
1. GOVERNMENT LAND ADMINISTRATION IN AUSTRALIA
A key objective of government land administration systems throughout the world is to
provide a suitable environment for the land market and a sound base for freehold and
public land management. In Australia, State Governments generally do this by –
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–
–
–
–
–

Providing security of tenure (achieved by registering interests in and, in many
cases, guaranteeing title to land);
Registering the size, extent and spatial relationships of land parcels through
survey;
Managing and administering the Crown (or public) estate;
Providing an impartial and equitable base for property valuation to serve the
fiscal requirements of rates and land tax; and
Providing public access to land administration information including tenure,
survey, valuation and other related data.

Collectively, these elements provide a system that underpins each of the Australian
States’ land economy, including the managed development of public and freehold lands
within each government’s land use planning framework and the sustainable
development of the environment.
The land administration system in Victoria dates back to the time of European
settlement. All land was claimed in the name of the Crown. An extensive land
settlement and sale program occurred over the next hundred years, involving mapping,
survey, valuation, alienation (sale) of Crown land and the recording of ownership and
other interests in freehold land (the precursor to the Torrens title registration and
guarantee system). Certain Crown land was set aside from sale through a process of
reserving it for various public purposes ranging from conservation through to recreation
and operational purposes.
The lynchpin of Victoria’s land administration system is the Torrens system of
registration of interests in land which was first used in 1862 and which still operates.
Land is broadly classed as freehold (in private ownership) or Crown land (unalienated
and retained by the State). The latter group includes National and State parks, forests,
fauna and flora reserves, and reserves set aside for public purposes. Approximately one
third of Victoria’s area is Crown land, representing 70,000 of the 2.4M land parcels in
the State.
The modern land administration paradigm is about protecting reserved Crown land,
allocating rights over Crown land, regulating the freehold land market, and providing
access to information and service delivery. Today, ‘land administration’ refers to the
role of government in securing land ownership for the community, providing access to
public land, protecting identified values and public open space, and establishing
information systems based on where land is, what it is used for, and its value (be it in
dollar terms through the freehold market or community values through public land).
2. THE CREATION OF LAND VICTORIA
In Australia, land administration is the responsibility of State and Territory
Governments. Land Victoria, the agency within Victoria with primary responsibility for
land administration matters, was created in 1996 bringing together of many of the
State’s core land administration functions into the one agency for the first time. These
functions include geospatial information, mapping, survey, valuation, Crown (or
unalienated) land management and freehold title creation and registration. It operates
within the Department of Natural Resources and Environment’s land management
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framework aimed at protecting identified environmental and social values of public and
private land.
Historically these component functions were separate departments; more recently they
had been located in larger but still separate departments. The key role these institutions
and associated professions had played in the development of Victoria meant that they
saw themselves as ‘keepers of the faith’ and they guarded what they saw as the integrity
of their operations with vigour. This meant the creation of a number of purpose-built
infrastructures resulting in isolated business ‘silos’ where information and knowledge
was jealously guarded, not easily integrated or combined, and not readily shared
(Mooney and Grant, 1997).
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Table 1: Agencies Forming Land Victoria (December1996)

The three functions which remained located outside the Department
Resources and Environment are responsibility for the land use planning
(Planning and Heritage Division, Department of Infrastructure), land as
taxation (State Revenue Office, Department of Treasury and Finance), and
basis of rating (78 local Councils).
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3. DRIVERS FOR CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT LAND ADMINISTRATION
In the early 1990’s Australia responded to global competitive pressure by reviewing its
internal arrangements of government and identified ways of improving competitiveness
within its economy. There was significant pressure on federal and state governments to
change their method of providing services away from direct delivery towards a ‘steering
not rowing’ approach. The trend towards smaller government focussed on introducing
alternative means of direct service delivery including partnerships and arrangements
with the private sector (Newnham, Parker and Spall, 2000).
International drivers for change affecting Australia were the same as those operating
worldwide: sustainable development, globalisation, economic reform and technological
reform (Ting and Williamson, 2001). In the first instance, the changes were influenced
by globalisation demands that led to microeconomic reform. This led to the adoption of
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a National Competition Policy introduced by the Federal Government in 1993 and
adopted by the states in 1995 that further supported governments considering new
delivery arrangements for services. The Victorian government also committed to the
principles of competitive neutrality with the aim of ensuring that government businesses
and services used full cost attribution and did not enjoy any net competitive advantage
through immunity from taxes, regulations and debt charges (Williamson, Chan and
Effenberg, 1998).
Technological reform was another key factor as developments in information
technology enabled the bringing together of activities that had been separated and
disconnected by different manual or semi automated technologies. This was coupled
with growing understanding by all levels of government that “land administration and
more specifically appropriate spatial business systems and associated spatial data
infrastructures, are essential components of any modern economy” (Ting and
Williamson, 2001). A major study undertaken in 1995 by the Australian and New
Zealand Land Information Council (ANZLIC), Australia’s coordinating body dealing
with national land information issues, identified the benefits of building a ‘Land and
Geographic Data Infrastructure’ for Australia. This study found that for every dollar
invested in producing land and geographic data in Australia, four dollars of benefit was
generated in the economy. For the period 1989-94 these benefits were estimated to be in
the order of A$4.5 billion, translating to roughly A$1.5 billion dollars in Victoria over a
five year period.
The shape of government service delivery in Victoria was dramatically altered as a
result of these drivers and the related changes in government activity. Ting and
Williamson (2001) have identified that the drivers had a wide impact and altered “the
structure, mandate and operation” not only of government but also “private and
academic sectors in Australian society”. These drivers were translated in the Victorian
experience of the 1990s to a government emphasis on –
–
–
–
–

Greater business efficiency
Stronger commercial focus
Improved decision making capability
Increased choice for consumers.

These influences were important in the development of Land Victoria.
4. DEVELOPING AN INTEGRATED LAND ADMINISTRATION VISION
FOR VICTORIA
Land Victoria was created in 1996 with a clear mandate and a unique opportunity to
undertake the necessary reforms to deliver wide ranging business efficiencies and
improve customer service. Consequently, Land Victoria commenced a comprehensive
reform program designed to lead to three major areas of benefit –
– Reduced costs to Government through re-engineering of business processes;
– Reduced transaction costs for business and consumers through reengineering of business processes and streamlining of legislation; and
– Increased competitiveness of the State and industry growth due to more
efficient use and availability of land information.
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A major business review was undertaken jointly with the Boston Consulting Group to
develop a common vision and mission for the organisation, identify those areas where
maximum benefit could be obtained from re-engineering, and provide a model for the
way forward. After a six month review, a strategic blueprint was prepared which set out
the future direction of Land Victoria, outlined the extent and scope of the reform
program and identified key outcomes, performance measures and timeframes.
The review examined land-related processes from a customer’s perspective and found
that Land Victoria had “the opportunity to add significant economic value to Victoria by
repositioning itself and its mission” (Boston Consulting Group, 1997). It found that
Land Victoria could help ‘maximise the value created from land’ by leading,
facilitating, negotiating or doing, depending on the ability of the market to deliver a
function and the nature of the value it creates.
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Figure 1: Recommended Functional and Change Management Focus for Land Victoria

The required effort fell into three distinct areas:
–
–
–

The promotion of increased use of geospatial (or land-related) information;
The improvement of processes for dealing in land; and
The management of Crown land.

The review also found that by far the most economic value (approximately A$400
million per year) would come from a coordinated statewide improvement in the
affordability, accessibility and integration of geospatial information.
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Figure 2: Estimated Value to Victoria
(A$m pa)

Land Victoria determined that a key driver with which to achieve this reform would be
through pursuing the Government’s vision for electronic service delivery. As a result,
Land Victoria became a key sponsor of online delivery initiatives within the State.
Building on this key driver, a clearly defined organisational vision was established to
point Land Victoria towards its end goal:
‘By the year 2002, customers will be able to point to a piece of land on a map,
and have all the information relevant to that piece of land at their fingertips’.
This vision incorporated the key elements of Land Victoria’s reform program – Making geospatial information more affordable to maximise its use;
– Making geospatial information more accessible by potential users;
– Achieving greater integration of the key datasets required by customers;
– Improving the efficiency of the processes surrounding the buying and selling of
land; and
– Establishing opportunities to realign and refocus the organisation in light of
these new priorities by reviewing traditional service delivery.
As an outcome of this review, the activities of Land Victoria were organisationally
regrouped around four key areas –
–
–
–

Geospatial Information - the land information infrastructure;
Land Dealing - registration of interests; survey and valuation;
Crown Land Management; and
Organisation-wide strategy and reform.
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Figure 3: Required Shift From Functions to Capabilities

After being reorganised along the above lines in July 1997, Land Victoria embarked on
an ambitious and aggressive program of reform, one which continues apace today. This
reform program was characterised by four key attributes:
–
–
–
–

Clear and consistent strategy and vision
Wide ranging organisational change
A new relationship management approach
Capability building

4.1 Clear strategy and vision
The Land Victoria reform program was undertaken within the context of a clear strategy
and vision that helped set the priorities for the way ahead. Land Victoria’s first task was
to begin to rebuild the State’s land administration infrastructure to prepare it for the
challenges and demands of the next century. In general terms, it was necessary to ensure
that –
–
–

Regulation and administration of land was simplified, streamlined and made
transparent;
All land was capable of being uniquely identified and clearly defined; and
Basic land information was accessible and understandable.

Land Victoria’s vision captured these essential outcomes and Land Victoria’s overall
strategy was reinforced by the subsequent development of the Victorian Geospatial
Information Strategy 2000-2003 which is continuing to guide the ongoing development
of Victoria’s Spatial Data Infrastructure (Land Victoria 2000). This infrastructure
provides the basic ‘hooks’ required to link fundamental land information across
Victoria. The essential elements of Land Victoria’s strategy and vision have remained
consistent over the past five years and this has helped prioritise and focus efforts on a
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single goal, despite there being some variance of view within the organisation on how
the goal is to be realised.
4.2 Organisational change
The organisations that were combined to make Land Victoria had had different histories
and contain different organisational cultures and perspectives. This on occasion resulted
in tensions over particular business strategies, resourcing decisions and approaches.
However, consistency of leadership and a continued focus on the key elements of the
Land Victoria strategy have ensured that Land Victoria has remained true to its original
objectives. Land Victoria has also not been afraid to take the hard decisions in moving
organisational units from their traditional organisational homes in an effort to improve
perspectives and service delivery outcomes.
One long serving senior bureaucrat from one of the traditional ‘silos’ that came to make
up Land Victoria advised a young colleague during the early days of reform to “just
keep your head down and it will all blow over”. However, the reform of 1997 was
different from previous attempts in that the machinery of government changes had
effectively weakened old power structures and alliances and made substantial reform of
traditional organisational structures possible.
The new organisational form for Land Victoria was more flexible and created a
confederation of specialist activity that was the beginning of a network basis of
operation (Miles and Snow, 1986; Thorelli, 1986). The organisation needed to be
flexible yet enable specialisation within parts of the business. The emphasis was on
relationship management across the organisation in the first instance to capitalise on the
gains that could be made from coordinating activity. The new form was also more able
to respond quickly and flexibly to accelerating change in technology and the needs of
stakeholders. (Webster, 1992). This basic organisational form created a strong core from
which the focus of activity could move outwards to other related parts of government
and the private sector.
Right from the outset, a focus on communication and information was adopted to ensure
that staff and stakeholders remained informed as to the priorities of the organisation and
the progress towards its core goals. At the same time, the professional excellence of the
staff ensured that the organisation’s performance was not compromised during what
was to be a time of significant reform.
4.2 A new relationship management approach
Although there were some both in and outside of the organisation who thought it would
be easier to continue to apply the ‘big stick’ legislative approach of past State
governments, Land Victoria concluded that this would not encourage joint commitment
from the relevant parties. Furthermore, it was felt it would work against Land Victoria’s
desired intention of the construction of a single Statewide data infrastructure for
Victoria across all tiers of government.
Land Victoria therefore adopted a relationship management model or philosophy. This
model had its roots in relationship marketing concepts of establishing, maintaining,
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enhancing and commercialising stakeholder and customer relationships, particularly
long term relationships, so that the objectives of all the parties involved are met.
(Grönroos, 1991)
The key elements of relationship management as it has been applied within Land
Victoria were:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Strategic management of relationships at an industry level;
A consistent approach across the Land Victoria businesses;
Co-operative development of projects with clients and stakeholders;
Structured two way communications processes with stakeholders;
A focus on building long term relationships;
Consideration of the constraints on the stakeholder’s business;
The building of service strategies to deliver consistent quality in delivery; and
Provision of funding and support to key partners during project rollout.
(O’Keeffe,1999).

With the new network organisation approach, relationship management encouraged an
outward focus on building ‘value-adding partnerships’ (Johnston and Lawrence, 1988)
and ‘alliances’ (Ohmae, 1989). This enabled Land Victoria to progressively include
major stakeholders in the building of land information structures across the state.
4.3 Capability Building
Land Victoria was aware that as mainstream information technology firms started to
incorporate spatial technologies and applications into their core business products, a
new generation of communities would begin to understand the power of integrating
spatial information into their regular decision making. Not only would this lead to a
rapid increase in the number of users of spatial information, it would further increase
community expectations.
A research and development program worth A$1.5 million over 6 years was begun with
selected academic institutions to develop the next generation of information
professionals and products. Major reform initiatives were undertaken in partnership
with private sector firms. (This partnership is ongoing and will amount to over A$125
million dollars worth of investment over the five years to 2004.) These two initiatives
have had the effect of building industry and academic capability and provide a reservoir
of skilled personnel that the organisation can rely on after several years of outsourcing
and downsizing during the early 1990s.
In the mid 1980s, the land information industry was dominated by Government and the
private sector was characterised by numerous small firms undertaking little research and
development and little or no capital investment. Today, however, a growing number of
firms employ upwards of 30 people, with more than 1,500 now employed in the
industry as a whole, research and development is a significant part of their operations,
and many are exporting their expertise overseas. There has also been a growth in the
number of educational opportunities available at tertiary level. These trends are
expected to continue.
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5. THE LAND VICTORIA REFORM PROGRAM
The 1997 Business Review signalled significant benefits for the community if the Land
Victoria program was successful (Boston, 1997). Four years on, the most recent
assessment (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2001) identified benefits of up to A$220
million per annum will be available as well as a wide variety of unquantified and
qualitative benefits. The nature of the benefits include cost savings, time savings,
improved accuracy of land information, improved access to land information,
completeness, greater transparency in property dealings, and opportunities for customer
self service. Other benefits include improving Victoria’s position as a place to invest,
and enabling significant cost and time savings on major infrastructure projects.
Land Victoria’s suite of reform initiatives has been progressively developed and refined
over time. Key projects within this reform program have been –

Land Channel: a whole of government website, providing access to land related
information, services and transactions from all levels of government;

–

Land Titles Automation: a A$90 million project to improve access to Victoria’s
3.8 million freehold titles by converting them from paper form into digital
format and building a reengineered business system;

–

The Property Information Project: a joint initiative with local government
designed to construct a Statewide view of all properties in Victoria;

–

The Standard Parcel Identifier: a project allocating a unique identifier to all land
in Victoria thereby enabling data on land parcels collected by different bodies to
be linked together;

–

Valuation Best Practice: a joint initiative with local government to improve land
valuation practices across the State and encourage the collection, storage and
transmittal of valuation information electronically (local government is the
valuation and rating authority in Victoria); and

–

Reengineering Public Land Management: a major effort to streamline and
simplify management processes to enable responsive public land management
by local and regional managers.

These reform projects have not only improved basic land administration systems and
procedures, but have also assisted in establishing a comprehensive Spatial Data
Infrastructure across Victoria. The Victorian Geospatial Information Strategy 20002003 (Land Victoria, 2000) is designed to develop a geospatial information
infrastructure and drive the value and capability of this information resource by
undertaking eight strategic initiatives to support dataset development. These initiatives
support geospatial information integrity by creating an overall framework, information,
key business information, custody, metadata, pricing, access infrastructure, and spatial
accuracy and awareness. Within the Strategy it identifies eight fundamental datasets for
Victoria: Geodetic Control; Cadastral; Address1; Administrative; Transportation;
Elevation; Hydrology; and Imagery. The Strategy addresses industry development
issues in the widest sense, covering all Governments, the private sector and academia
(Jacoby, 1999).
1

The Address dataset includes geographic place and features names.
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The establishment of a Victorian Spatial Data Infrastructure means that the basic
‘hooks’ required to link fundamental land information will be in place for all land in
Victoria. This will help to remove one of the major obstacles to improved land
management - disjointed/difficult to integrate data. One of the key features of this
spatial data infrastructure is a focus on datasets which are complete, current and
accurate, with appropriate maintenance regimes in place to ensure that changes to the
base information at the local level is continually reflected in Statewide datasets. (Land
Victoria, 2000)
Easily accessible and authoritative land information provides immense value to the
economy. In Victoria, Government holds complete information about the 8 million ha
of Crown land and 16 million ha of freehold land– where land is located, what its
boundaries are, who owns it, what it is worth and what can be done with it. This
information is fundamental to the effective operation of the A$450 billion Victorian
property market.
6. PROPERTY ONLINE – A STRATEGIC FOCUS FOR ONLINE SERVICE
DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY
By 2000, the Land Victoria reform program had developed to the stage that many of the
major initiatives focusing on Victoria’s basic information infrastructure were now well
advanced. Land Victoria’s strategy has therefore been redeveloped to focus on realising
the benefits of the integrated land information and administration framework. The
resultant Property Online Initiative focuses on online service development and delivery.
Different Government agencies hold different information about the same piece of land,
and significant benefits can be obtained when all the different information about the
same piece of land is able to be linked together.
The Property Online Initiative is designed to provide the practical framework that
enables Government to assemble, link, integrate and deliver land information and
transactions electronically to the community, business and industry. It is both a
framework and a collection of projects and seeks to capitalise on the work that has been
done to automate land information across various government agencies. Automation of
paper based records alone will not bring the full suite of benefits that the technology
enables: information needs to be organised in ways, which make it easy to find and use.
Property Online also seeks to identify and drive the value-added opportunities, which
become possible when the property information and core datasets are effectively in
place. Linking the information held by different Government agencies about the same
piece of land is vital, as is finding ways of assisting people to undertake their property
and land business with government electronically. These opportunities will only be fully
realised and will only fully benefit the community through developing and deepening
public / private sector partnerships.
Property Online concentrates on three key components that maximise the value and use
of electronic media when dealing and transacting in land. These are:
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1. Land Information Infrastructure –
Victoria already has in place key features of it’s Statewide land information
infrastructure and will continue to focus on mechanisms that enable effective
access, distribution and maintenance of fundamental land information. (Key
projects and initiatives include Pricing, Privacy, Property Information Project,
Standard Parcel Identifier, Land Channel and VicMap Digital.)
2. Content
Victoria will continue its focus of improving the completeness, accuracy and
reliability of land information for both Crown and freehold land. (Key projects
and initiatives include Titles Automation Project, Valuation Best Practice,
Public Land Information Systems.)
3. Value Added Partnership Opportunities
Victoria will continue to maximise opportunities for value added partnerships
within and outside of Government. (Key projects and initiatives include
Streamlined Planning through Electronic Applications and Referrals, Provision
of property sale statements online [Vendor Statement Online], Electronic
Conveyancing Victoria.)
Principles governing the delivery of Property Online have been clearly articulated as
follows:
–

Information and services will be location-neutral - with various delivery
mechanisms with the Internet being the major strategic push to deliver true
location-neutrality.

–

A comprehensive spatial data infrastructure for Victoria will be established
– Land Victoria’s role is both to develop framework or fundamental datasets geodetic, cadastre, transport, address, administrative boundaries, elevation,
hydrography and imagery, and also to overlay our own business information ownership, valuation - on top of this framework data. This enables the
government to minimise duplication and to maximise completeness and
currency of the information.

–

Land information will be readily available to the community – providers of
other land related information sets such as Value-Added Resellers will join with
Land Victoria in providing information through the Government’s Land
Channel. While one key objective is to promote industry growth, for social and
equity reasons access to land information will be made available to all parts of
the community.

The Property Online program reiterates the basic strategy and vision of Land Victoria
that has guided it since its formation. There are differences in emphasis that have
developed over time. The increased focus on value added partnership opportunities
demonstrates the success of this approach in the building of a comprehensive spatial
data infrastructure for the state and highlights the need for all tiers of government and
the private sector to contribute to this task.
The relationship management model has had a number of successes such as the Property
Information Project that worked in a long term partnership model with all 78 of the
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Victoria local governments to build a definitive property mapbase for the State. This
was reconciled to the State’s database of legal parcels and created an on-going
maintenance regime. This resulted in the establishment of a common geospatial
infrastructure between Local and State Government based around the State’s digital
cadastral mapbase. (Jacoby, 1999). In turn this project was able to built strong ties
between Land Victoria and local government and helped stimulated a joint initiative
between local government, Land Victoria and the Department of Infrastructure to build
an e-commerce based system to manage the planning, building and subdivision
applications process. The Streamlined Planning through Electronic Applications and
Referrals (SPEAR) project is one of the identified Property Online Partnership projects.
Similarly the Provision of property sale statements online [Vendor Statement Online],
and Electronic Conveyancing Victoria (ECV) are both projects involving multiple
stakeholders and involve a mix of these stakeholders working with Land Victoria in
partnership. Vendor Statement Online will provide common standards and ‘back-end’
infrastructure through which custodians can make their property information available
online and Electronic Conveyancing Victoria will enable all parties to obtain the
information they need to transfer ownership in land over the Internet.
7. WHAT HAVE THESE CHANGES MEANT FOR VICTORIA?
A recent evaluation of the Property Online Initiative (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2001)
has identified direct benefits of A$220 million from just two of the component projects,
Electronic Conveyancing Victoria and Streamlined Planning through Electronic
Applications and Referrals.
There are common qualitative benefits for all relevant stakeholders as follows:
– Cheaper online transaction costs (statutory charges reflecting reduced costs to
government/resellers);
– Convenient and reliable access to accurate and integrated property datasets;
– Improved decision making (better data quality made accessible and useable);
and
– Reduction in the time taken to transact in land. (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu,
2001)
Clear examples of how ready access to spatial information is an important enabler for
the state’s infrastructure developers can be given by reviewing major infrastructure
development projects. This is shown in an evaluation of a major freeway development
in Victoria’s capital city Melbourne (the CityLink Project). For linear infrastructure
projects, significant costs exist in the selection of sub-optimal routes and in the costs of
obtaining land status information through investigation costs and lost time. The BCG
study (1997) estimated the CityLink Project could have saved A$40 million if full land
status information was readily available at the planning stage in the early 1990’s.
Other users are working with Land Victoria information as Value-Added Resellers to
provide additional products based on land information. Resellers outputs have taken
more traditional forms such as the creation of map based information systems for the
real estate industry or the provision of online conveyancing. However they also have the
potential to move into the logistics and supply industries. ANZLIC (2000) reported that
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the direct marketing sector is estimated to be worth about A$2 billion dollars annually
in Australia, and estimated to be growing at 15-20% annually (Coombs, 2000).
The boundaries of the land information market are expanding. The availability of
technology allows the interchange of information and the recombination of information
that enlarges community and economic interest in land information. Property Online’s
role in expanding activities within a wider land information market will be one of its
most important long-term benefits.
8. TRENDS FOR SIMILAR DEVELOPMENTS TO LAND VICTORIA IN
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Other states in Australia have also brought together the wider land administration
functions similar to Land Victoria. In New South Wales, the key land administration
functions are now split between the Department of Land and Water Conservation and
the Department of Information Technology. In Queensland the Department of Natural
Resources has a Land Services Business Group that deals with land information, titles,
land valuation, mapping and survey and state owned land. Tasmania’s Department of
Primary Industries, Water and the Environment created in 1998 has similar coverage.
Across the Tasman Sea the Department of Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) also
was created in 1996 covering a similarly diverse range of land administration activities.
It identified when it was created that advances in information technology (IT) will have
a major influence on the future role of LINZ and the nature of its work (LINZ 2001)
indicating that this was a key factor in its establishment.
Why is there a trend towards the consolidation of land administration functions in
government? This essay has explored how land administration service delivery in
Victorian government is responding to the demands of the modern world, with
increased global competitiveness, rapid advances in telecommunications, transportation
and information processing (Webster, 1992; Ting and Williamson, 2001).
The new organisational form developed for Land Victoria was that of a network (Miles
and Snow, 1986; Thorelli, 1986) which enabled the organisation to build connections
across the previously diverse component organisations that were joined in its formation.
The network arrangement also allowed connections to be built between other
organisations and assisted in building a number of value-adding partnerships (Johnston
and Lawrence, 1988) and alliances (Ohmae, 1989) with a range of bodies dealing with
land information. The characteristics of flexibility, specialisation, and an emphasis on
relationship management embodied by the network organisational form were used by
Land Victoria to respond quickly and innovatively to the accelerating changes in
technology, government, and community needs. The network form of organisation can
deal well with the complexity of government land information arrangements.
The use of networks to build organisations has been found by Low and Abrahamson
(1997) to be part of a context-dependent social change. Networks connect previously
unlike or unconnected parts of the economy to form new activities similar to the activity
undertaken by entrepreneurs to exploit business opportunities. The evolution of
organisational form appears to be connected with the breakdown of physical or
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technological boundaries due to the influence of the electronic age. In part it is due to
the increased sophistication of consumers at the individual and organisation level and
the need for customisation to suit individual need.
In complex domains involving many stakeholders in dealing with issues, network
creation has been found to a key part of the successful solutions (Westley and
Vrendenburg, 1997). Land Victoria’s creation was seen to be brought about by ‘the
growing recognition at all levels of government that land administration and more
specifically appropriate spatial business systems and associated spatial data
infrastructures, are essential components of any modern economy.’ (Ting & Williamson
Survey Review 2001)
The complexity of government land administration activities works within the overall
context of the whole economy and Land Victoria has of necessity needed to work in
partnership with other organisations to achieve its objectives for statewide reform.
Property Online identifies clearly that the formal creation of networks will be needed to
move to the next stage of development. With sustainable development emerging as one
of the key factors in the future development of land administration systems (Ting and
Williamson, 1999 and 2001; and Williamson and Ting, 2001) the complexity of the
interactions between land and people will have to be catered for explicitly as part of
government land administration frameworks. This is likely to see an ongoing
development of more formal networks between land administration and other
government administrative functions including catchment management and agriculture.
There is also a growing recognition that ongoing links with the private sector must be
maintained and partnerships and alliances created to support the building of shared data
infrastructures. Government and private enterprise share common industry objectives in
the development of a spatial information marketplace where key business principles can
be established to:
– create effective supply chains;
– reduce duplication of resources;
– define practical standards for sharing data;
– develop standard agreements for data licensing; and
– provide guidelines for information security and privacy.” (ANZLIC, 2000)
9. CONCLUSION
Victoria was an early adopter of the benefits of technology in improving its land
administration systems and functions. In the mid-1980s Landata was created to deliver
land information electronically. However, in retrospect, the technology then available
could not deliver the Government’s ambitions. In addition, the organisational
arrangements remained fragmented and worked against improved integration of service
delivery.
Land Victoria’s creation and its evolution from 1996 to the present day illustrates how
‘the relationship between humankind and land in almost every society is dynamic
[…and] varies for almost every situation’ (Ting and Williamson, 1999). Other parts of
Australia and its near neighbour New Zealand are now adopting this more complex
form of organisation for government land administration. This indicates that network
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oriented organisations may be the best form of organisation to meet the demands of
international drivers for change and the increasingly complex economic and societal
needs for land administration systems in developed countries.
While the ongoing business of an organisation like Land Victoria is not always
innovative, the new form organisation must of necessity have creative and innovative
ways to deal with complexity to meet objectives for system wide change. It is possible
that in the future all land administration functions of government will have to develop
an organisational form that allows a wide coverage across a range of land administration
activities that aims to develop internally generated creativeness and innovation between
previously separated parts of the land administration function.
To meet needs for ongoing and system reform it is suggested that this will also have to
have a focus outside traditional functions and build networks across many different
sectors of the economy. The new form proposed involves the ongoing development of
relationships in the form of partnership and alliances with other organisations. As Barr
(1999) identifies this will of necessity include both the private and public sectors as
both need to cooperate in the creation of spatial data infrastructure.
The challenge for Land Victoria to 2010 is to leverage off the hard work that has
already been undertaken in laying the basic foundations for improved land
administration and land management in Victoria. Many of the key elements of
Victoria’s land administration infrastructure were laid down around 150 years ago. Over
the past decade significant progress has been made in ensuring that –
–

All land is capable of being uniquely identified and clearly defined; and
Basic land information is accessible and understandable.

However much work is still to be done to consolidate and build on these measures. The
next three years in particular will see a second wave of reforms focusing on ensuring
that the community directly benefits from the substantial investment that has already
been made.
10. FOOTNOTE: THE AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT
Australia is a federation of states and territories. There are nine jurisdictions: the federal
government, six States and two Territories. Victoria is the smallest in area of the
mainland States: at 227,420km2 it accounts for only 3 % of the country’s area although
its population of 4.8 million people makes it Australia’s second most populous State
(see Table 1). Australia can be classified as a developed country within the Asian
Pacific region along with Japan, Korea, New Zealand and Singapore. (Williamson,
2001)
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Table 1: Comparison of Victoria as part of Australia according to key characteristics. (ABS
1999)

Victoria
(% of total )
Australia

Area
Km2
227,420
3%
7,692,030

Populatio
n
4.8M
25%
19M

Roads
Km
155,079
19%
802,600

Dwellings * Land
Parcels
1.75M
2.4M
25%
6.95M
11M

Properties
2.3M
-

* Housing (separate houses, flats, apartments, etc)

GLOSSARY
A$
ANZLIC
Crown Land
ECV
GIS
IT
LINZ
LIS
LV
PIP
SDI
SPEAR

Australian dollars.
The Australian and New Zealand Land Information Council
State owned land.
Electronic Conveyancing Victoria
Geographic Information System
Information Technology
Department of Land Information New Zealand
Land Information System
Land Victoria
Property Information Project
Spatial Data Infrastructure
Streamlined Planning through Electronic Applications and Referrals
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